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Abstract
Sparse languages play an important role in classical structural complexity theory. In this paper
we introduce a natural definition of sparse problems for parameterized complexity theory. We
prove an analog of Mahaney’s theorem: there is no sparse parameterized problem which is hard
for the tth level of the W hierarchy, unless the W hierarchy itself collapses up to level t. The
main result is proved for the most general form of parametric many:1 reducibility, where the
parameter functions are not assumed to be recursive. This provides one of the few instances
in parameterized complexity theory of a full analog of a major classical theorem. The proof
involves not only the standard technique of left sets, but also substantial circuit combinatorics to
deal with the problem of small weft, and a diagonalization to cope with potentially nonrecursive
parameter functions. The latter techniques are potentially of interest for further explorations of
parameterized complexity analogs of classical structural results.

1. Introduction
Many natural computational
problems have input that consists of a pair of items.
Suppose that such a problem is NP-complete; what can be said about its complexity
when the parameter is held fixed? In many practical applications, efficient algorithms
for a small range of parameter values may be useful.
Informally, a parameterized problem is “fixed-parameter
tractable” if, for any fixed
value of the parameter, there exists an algorithm to solve the problem in time bounded
by a polynomial of constant degree (that is, the degree of the polynomial does not
depend on the parameter value).
Downey and Fellows have established in a series of recent papers [ 1, 2, 5-91 the
framework of a completeness theory with which to address the apparent fixed-parameter
intractability
of many parameterized problems. In particular, they define a hierarchy
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and show that a variety of

for various levels of this hierarchy.

The principal

classes

FPT C W[ l] g W[2] G . . . C W[P]
where FPT indicates

the class of fixed-parameter

tractable

problems.

For example, the parameterized
problem CLIQUE (given a graph G and an integer k, decide if G contains a clique of size k) is complete for W[l]. Therefore, if
there is an algorithm which decides CLIQUE with running time bounded by f(k) ICI”
(where f is an arbitrary function and the constant
then a similar algorithm exists for any problem in W[l],

01 does not depend of k),
that is, all problems in W[l]

would be fixed-parameter
tractable. For another example, the k-time parameterized
form of the HALTINGPROBLEMthat asks whether a nondeterministic
Turing machine
has a k-time-step accepting computation
on an input x is also complete for W[l]
and thus is fixed-parameter

tractable

if and only if CLIQUE is fixed-parameter

trac-

table [9].

1.1. Structural aspects of the W hierarchy
It is easy to show that if P = NP, then the W hierarchy
Proving

directly

that a parameterized

therefore seem difficult.
A weak converse connection

problem

collapses

is not fixed-parameter

has been shown by Abrahamson,

(FPT = W[P]).
tractable

would

Downey and Fellows:

W[l] G FPT if and only if ~SAT can be solved in timep(n) .2’(“), wherep is a polynomial, n is the size of the boolean expression, and u is the number of variables.
The setting of parameterized
complexity
introduces
enges for nearly every conjectured analog of classical

substantial
technical challstructural results (including

ordinary hardness and completeness results). An explanation of the difficulty of the
subject is that while ordinary
polynomial-time
reducibilities
are & in arithmetical complexity, parameterized reducibilities
are Cd (C, in the case of strong reducibility)

and indeed yield index sets that are Cd complete

(C, complete

for strong

reducibility)
For the most natural form of parameterized many:1 reducibility all of the following
“obvious” possible analogs of classical structural results remain open.
l

l
l

l

An analog of Ladner’s theorem. (This has been established only for strong parameterized reducibility, where the functions of the parameters are required to be
recursive [7].)
Propagation either upwards or downwards of collapse in the W hierarchy.
An analog of Savitch’s theorem relating k-space deterministic and nondeterministic
Turing machine computation.
An analog of Toda’s theorem. (Some partial results in this direction are described
in [lo].)
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analogs of classical

structural

it may be to prove or disprove

that new and more powerful
for headway on analogous

techniques

parameterized

them.
than in

structural

questions.
In this paper we define a natural
prove a full analog

of Mahaney’s

notion
theorem.

sparse if there exists a polynomial

of “sparse

parameterized

A classical

problems”

and

problem

A is

computational

q such that for all n > 0 the cardinality

of the

set {x E A : 1x1~ n } is bounded by q(n). The concept of sparseness has played an
important role in classical structural complexity theory. In particular, we have the
influential

result due to Mahaney

[12]:

There is no sparse NP-hard problem,
The definition
lems: informally,

of “sparseness”
a parameterized

unless P = NP.

can be naturally extended to parameterized
probproblem L is sparse if and only if there is a conk, the corresponding

stant a such that, for any fixed value of the parameter
{x : (n,k) EL} is ( c 1assically) sparse and the bounding
In the next section we will prove that

polynomial

language

has degree a.

For any t 2 1, there is no sparse parameterized problem which is hard for the
tth level of the W hierarchy, unless the W hierarchy collapses up to level t.
Our proof is based on substantial modifications
and extensions of methods introduced in the classical setting. In [13], Ogiwara and Watanabe generalized Mahaney’s
Theorem to bounded-Turing
reducibility; then Homer and Longpre [ 1 I] simplified the
proof due to Ogiwara and Watanabe. We use a technique derived from a restriction of the proof of Homer and Longprb to the case of polynomial-time
many:1 reducibility

(this restriction

technique

to the setting of parameterized

is due to R. Gavalda

and is reported

complexity

in [3]). To adapt this

we must deal with two sotuces

of difficulty. A first problem arises from the definition of the W-classes, which essentially limits us to very restricted computational
power, especially in the case of
W[l].

We address

this with several

combinatorial

tricks in the design

of bounded-

depth circuits. A second problem arises from the fact that the parameter functions
might not be recursive. We handle this by incorporating
the left sets algorithm inside of a diagonalization
against all possible values of the relevant parameter function
f(k).
1.2. The formal framework
Let us give the basic formal definitions of
A parameterized
problem is a set L c C*
convenience, we consider that a parameterized
a parameterized problem L and k E N we
parameter problem {x : (x, k) E L } (namely,

parameterized complexity theory.
x C* where C is a fixed alphabet. For
problem L is a subset of C* x N. For
write Lk to denote the associated fixeda slice).
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problem

L is (uniformly)

c( and an algorithm

Q such that Q decides

where f : N + N is an arbitrary
tractable

problems

fixed-parameter

function.

if (x,k)

We designate

tractable if there is a
E L in time f(k)

/xl’

the class of fixed-parameter

FPT.

Let Lr, L2 be parameterized

problems.

ducible to L2 if there is a constant

We say that L1 is (uniformly

a and an algorithm

N are arbitrary

(x,k) E LI if and only if (x’,g(k)) E Lz.
The reduction is said to be strong if the function

f is recursive.

in time f(k)

[XI’, where f,g

many:l)

Q which transforms

: N +

into (x’,g(k))
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functions,

re(n,k)

so that

A logical circuit is of mixed type if it has gates of the two kinds:
1. Small gates: not gates, and gates and or gates with bounded fan-in (we will assume
fan-in 1 for not gates and fan-in 2 for or gates and and gates).
2. Large gates: And gates and Or gates with unrestricted
The depth of a circuit

C is the maximum

number

fan-in.

of gates (small or large) on an

input-output
path of C. The weft of a circuit C is the maximum number of large
gates on an input-output path of C. A family of decision circuits F has bounded depth
(resp. bounded weft) if there is a constant K such that every circuit in the family F
has depth (resp. weft) at most K.
The weight of a boolean vector x is the number of l’s in the vector.
Let F be a family of decision circuits (possibly having many different circuits with
a given number of inputs). We associate to F the parameterized circuit problem
LF = { (C, k) : C E F and C accepts an input vector of weight k } .
A parameterized
reduces

problem

to the parameterized

type decision

L belongs
circuit

to W[t] if there exists a constant
problem

LQ~,~) for the family

h such that L

F(t, h) of mixed

circuits of weft at most t and depth at most h.

A parameterized

problem L belongs to W[P] if L reduces to the circuit problem LF,

where F is the set of all circuits (no restrictions).
This gives us the hierarchy

of parameterized

complexity

classes

FPT G W[l] G W[2] c . . . c W[P]
for which there are many natural hard or complete problems [9, 5, 41.
To refer to the components of a length n vector u we will write u = (u[ 11,. . . , u[n]).

2. Sparse parameterized

problems

A parameterized problem L C C* x N is said to be sparse if there exist an arbitrary
function f : N + N and a constant c( such that for all n > 0 and k 20,
I{(x,k)

E L : 1x1<n}j

< f(k)n’.
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In other words, a parameterized problem L is sparse if and only if any slice Lk is
(classically) sparse and the degree of the bounding polynomial does not depend of k.
2.1. Witness problem
In the following, let us consider a fixed class W[t].
Let L E W[t]. By definition, there exist two constants h, LX,two functions f, g : N +
N and a deterministic Turing machine A4 such that, for every (x, k) E C* x N, the
machine M on input (x, k) computes (C, k’) with running time bounded by f(k) Ix]‘,
where k’ = g(k) and C is a depth h, weft t circuit such that C accepts an input vector
of weight k’ if and only if (x, k) E L. We will say that M is a witness Turing machine
for L. Observe that the function f could be not recursive.
Let us define the witness problem for L (with respect to M):
Instance: A binary string v, and a word x over the alphabet C of M.
Parameter: An integer k.
Question: Is it the case that (x, k) E L, and moreover Iv] = n, weight(v) = k’, and
C(v) accepts, where (C, k’) is the output of M(x, k) and n is the number of input lines
of C?
The Witness Problem (for some language L and witness machine M) encodes the
pairs (v, (x, k)), where (x, k) is a yes-instance of L and v is a binary vector which
witnesses about the membership of (x, k) in L. The following lemma shows that we
can efficiently check if a binary string v is the witness for a particular instance (x, k);
this is quite similar to the characterization of NP in terms of problems with easy-tocheck candidate solutions.
Lemma 1. Let L E W[t], let M be a witness Turing machine for L and let W be the
witness problem for L (with respect to M). Then W E FPT.
Proof. Let (v, x, k) be an instance of W; the following algorithm decides if (v,x, k) E
W: simulate M(x, k) and compute (C, k’); check if Iv\ is equal to the number of input
lines of C, if weight(v) = k’, and if C(v) accepts. The algorithm accepts if and only if
all tests are passed. The running time of the algorithm is bounded by f ‘(k)( Iv]+ 1x1
y’,
for some function f’ and constant a’. In fact, the M’s computation has at most f(k) ]xla
steps; therefore the size of the description of the circuit C is bounded by f(k) Ix]‘,
and the above tests can be performed in polynomial time in the size of the description
of C, where the degree of the polynomial does not depend of k. Cl
2.2. Maximal witness vector

Let U,v E { 0,l }*, and let G (respectively, 6) be the integer having u (respectively, v)
as binary representation. We will write u 4 v if and only if either ]u] < (VI,or ]u] = Iv1
and ti 6 i? (that is, u precedes v in the lexicographical order). It is easy to verify that
the relation + is reflexive and transitive.

6
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for L (with respect to M). Let us define the ‘projection’

W(.r,k)= { v : (v,k)
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of W:

E w 1.

For every G, k), Wcx,k)is finite, because there are at most 2” binary strings of length n
(where n is the number of input lines of the circuit C computed by M&k)).
Observe
that if (n,k) $! L, then W(x,k) is the empty set. For every (x,k) E L, define the muxi-

ma1 witness vector v;& as the maximal element (in the above defined lexicographical
ordering) in W(x,k).
2.3. Left problem
Let us define now the left problem for L (with respect to M):
Instance: A binary string v; a word x over the alphabet C of M.
Parameter: An integer k.
Question: Is it the case that (x, k) E L and moreover v 4 v;i?
We will denote the left problem for L (with respect to M) by II’+“j; informally,
II’pM contains, for any (x, k) E L, all the binary strings u which precede v$ in the
lexicographical
ordering (that is, at the left of v&&). The following theorem is an
important

brick of our proof.

Theorem 1. Let L E W[t], and let M be a witness Turing machine for L. Then
rCM E W[t].
Proof. We have to show that there exist functions

f, g : N -+ N, constants h’, tl and
M’ such that, for every (v,x, k), M’(v,x, k) computes (in at most
f(k)@4 + Ixl)dl ste P s ) a circuit c of depth at most h’ and weft at most t, and an
integer k = g(k), such that (v,x, k) E II LAM if and only if there is an input vector z of
a Turing

machine

weight k such that c(z) accepts.
Consider the deterministic Turing
gorithm:

machine

M’ which implements

input (v,x, k)
simulate M(x, k) and get (C, k’)
compute the number n of input lines of C
if (1111< n) then print (C,k’); stop

if (Iv/ > n) then print (C,,k’); stop
{ C&Iis a trivial circuit which rejects any input }
{ here Iv] = n }
construct a weft t circuit C’ which simulates C and
accepts a weight k” input vector if and only if v 4 v$h
and there exists a weight k’ vector u such that C(U) = 1
print (C’, k" );

stop

the following

al-

hi. Cesati, M. R Fellowsl Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 82 (1996)
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complexity,

arguments for the cases of t > 2 and t = 1.
Case A: weft t 22. In this case, the circuit
is its informal

we are compelled
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to make separate

C’ has the same input lines of C; this

description:

C’ simulates C and performs the logical and between C’s output and the carry
line of the sum of the 2-complement
w of Ov(with respect to n + 1 bits) and
the input lines.

Claim. The circuit C’ has weft t and bounded depth.
a[n] be the input lines of C (and C’); let a[n + l] be a lines with en-

Let a[l],...,

forced value 0 (the input lines should encode a nonnegative value in the 2-complement
(n+l )-bits binary representation);
and let b[n + 11,. . . , b[l] be the lines which encode w
(actually, the value of w is hard-wired into C’, and therefore the circuit can be simplified). We are only interested
C”s input lines:

a[i] A b[i] A ‘A (a[k] V b[k])

carry line = \j
i=l

into the carry line of the (n+l )-bits sum of w and the

[

k=i+l

1
.

Moreover, C’s output is the output of a small and gate between the C’s output and
the carry line. Therefore, if h is a bound on the depth of C, the depth of C’ is bounded
by h’ = max { h + 1,4 }. However, the weft of C’ still remains t, since we assumed
that t 2 2. Observe that the subcircuit which computes the cany line has weft 2, and
therefore we cannot apply this method to the class W[l] as well.
--

Claim. Let (C, k) be the output of M’( v,x, k); then (v,x, k) E IILpM if and only if
there exists a boolean vector z of weight k such that c(z)

accepts.

Observe that in any case k = k’, where k’ is the integer computed

by M(x, k).

Let us suppose that there exists an input vector z of weight k’ such that c(z)
Therefore it is not the case that [VI > n (if c = C,, then c always rejects).
Case 1: 1~1 < n. In this case, c = C, and therefore

(by definition

accepts.

of M) (x, k) E L.

Moreover, v 4 v&&,, because [VI < n = Iv;LI. Thus (v,x,k) E ll’~~.
Case 2: [VI = n. In this case, c = C’. By construction of C’, C(z) accepts, and
therefore there exists a weight k’ input vector accepted by C. Thus (x,k) E L (by
definition of M), and z + vz$.. (by definition of v&&). Moreover, since the carry line
must be 1, then z + w has an overflow. It is easy to verify that z + w has an overflow
if and only if z - v > 0, that is, the value encoded by z is not smaller than the value
encoded by v. Therefore v + z (because IzI = n = Iv1), and thus v 4 v&$. Therefore
(v,x,k) E II’p”.
By converse, suppose that (v,x, k) E II’,“. Therefore (x, k) E L and v + v&&.
Observe that Iv1 < Iv;Al = n, and therefore c cannot be CN. By definitions, both

8
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C(v&‘) and C’(ukiX) accept, and weight(u&&) = k’; thus C(u;k) accepts, both in the
case Iv] < n and in the case ]u] = n. Therefore there exists a weight k’ input vector
accepted by c. The claim follows.
Case B: wef t = 1. By the fact established in [9] that INDEPENDENT
SET is complete
for W[l], we may assume that the circuit C produced by M corresponds directly to
a product-of-sums expression E of the input variables a[ 11,. . . , a[n] where: (1) each
clause (sum) has size 2, and (2) each variable occurring in E is negated. The expression E can thus be written:

where si is a function si : { l,...,m} -+ { l,..., n}, for i = 1,2.
We begin with the following observations.
Observation 1. Under the assumption that IuI = IuI = n, we can have u + u and
v # u if and only if there exists 1, 1 < 1 < n, such that:

(1) u[i] =u[i]for
(2) vi4 = 0,
(3) u[n] = 1.

i= l,...,&

1,

Suppose the weight of v is 1. Let { qi } be the set of I indices for which v[qJ = 1.
(For convenience, assume q1 < q2 < . .. < 41.) Assume now that u represents a
weight k’ input vector of the circuit C; therefore we may further observe that the il
promised above must satisfy 1 c qk’.
Observation 2. We can have v + v&& and u # uzk if and only if there exists u of
weight k’ such that C(u) = 1, v # u and u -Xu.
Observation 3. If v has weight k’ and C(u) = 1 then necessarily u + v&&
We describe a boolean expression E’ over the set of variables V = Vi u

V2

where,

VI = { b[i,j] : 1 < i < k’, 1 < j < n } ,
vz={d[i]:

l<i<n+l}.

Informally, d[i] = 1 means that t (i.e., the minimum bit on where u and v differ)
corresponds to the position i, and b[i,j] = 1 means that qi = j (however the b[i,j]‘s
are set to the proper values w.r.t. the qi’s only for all j < t).
The expression E’ will be a product of sums of size at most two, and will thus
correspond to a circuit of weft 1. We will use C’ to denote the1circuit corresponding
to E’. Our construction will have the property that C’ accepts an input vector of
weight k” = k’ + 1 if and only if u 4 vz&. This circuit C’ will replace the circuit with

M. Cesati, MR. FellowslAnnals of Pure and Applied Logic 82 (1996) l-15
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shown in the case of weft 22.
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Let us describe E:

where
k’

El =

n-l

n

A A A
i=l

jxl

(3Ljl

V ~b[i,j'l)

j'=j+l

(for each qi, there is at most one j s.t. qi = j)

~3

=

k’-1

k’

n

A

//

A

i=l if++1jzl

(-NW1 V-Hi’,A)

(for each j, there is at most one qi s.t. qi = j)
E3 = /1

“i\’

V ld[i’])

(ld[i]

ix1 i’=i+l

(there is at most one position
Ed = ii\ i( i( (~b[i,sl(c)]
c=l i=l i’=l

i s.t. 1 = i)

V lb[i’,s2(c)])

(each or gate of C has output
n+l

ES =

k’

1)

r-l

t-4rl V +4i, 41)

A

A

A

A

r=2

i=l

q=l

u[q]=O

(for all q < 1, if u[q] = 0 then qi # q)

E6

=

n+l

k’

/j

/j

r=2

s=l

(ld[rl v bb,qsl)

A

q,$r-1

(for all qs < 1, b[s, qs] = 1)
EI = ji
r=l

A

(Mrl)

v[r]=l

(the bit A ( Qn) of v must be set to 0)
Es = /1 (Id[r]

V b[i + l,r-1)

wherei=({q,:

q,<r,l<s<k’}]

r=l

(b[i + l,A] = 1, where i denotes

the last qi < A).

The correctness of the construction is sketched as follows. Suppose o + a$&. We
consider two cases: (1) u = u;h, and (2) u # u&&. What we must show is that there
is an input vector y to C’ of weight k’ + 1 such that C’(y) = 1.

10
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Case (1): u = ~2:~. The following
to yield the required

assignment

to the variables
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of V may be verified

input y for C’.
if j = qi,
otherwise,
if i = n + 1,
otherwise.

Case (2): u # ~2:~. Considering Observation 1, let 1 be the promised index, A < qkt,
for which conditions (l)-(3)
hold for u = 02;. Let q{ < qi < . . . < q&, be the
indices such that u&&[q~] = 1. The following
the requisite
b[i, j] =

d[i] =

assignment

is easily verified to represent

y for C’.
1

if j = qi,

0

otherwise,

1

for i = A,

0

otherwise.

Conversely, suppose C’ accepts a weight k’ + 1 input y, or equivalently, that the
weight k’ + 1 truth assignment to V corresponding to y satisfies E’. Since El and E2
are satisfied, it must be the case that in the k’ x n “array” of variables VI, no more
than one variable in each “row” and no more than one variable in each “column” is
assigned the value 1. Since EJ is satisfied, no more than one variable in V2 is assigned
the value 1. This forces exactly one variable in each row of VI to have the value 1,
with no two of these having the same second index; it also forces exactly one variable
in V2 to have the value 1.
Let ji < j2 < ... < jk’ be the second indices of variables in VI with value 1.
Let u be the length n vector of weight k’ with l’s in positions ji, . . . ,jp. Let 6 denote
the unique

index,

1 < 6 < n + 1, such that d[6] = 1.

Claim. C(u) = 1.
If C(U) = 0 then because of the structure of C, there must be a clause index c such
that u[si(c)] = 1 and U[SZ(C)] = 1. But then E4 would not be satisfied by y.
Thus we can conclude that (x, k) E L. We now consider two cases.
Case 1: 6 = n + 1. In this case, E5 and E6 insure that u = u. By Observation 3, we
have u 4 u&iX_
Case 2: 1 d 6 < n. In this case, E5 and E6 insure that u[i] = u[i] for 1 < i < 6 - 1.
The clauses of E7 and Eg insure that 6 is such that u[6] = 0 and u[6] = 1. Thus u < u
and u # u by Observation 1. Since C(u) = 1 (by the above Claim) we have u 4 u2iX
by Observation 2.
Now the following claim concludes
M’ testifies that IILsM E W[t].

the proof, since the deterministic

Turing machine

M. Cesati, M.R

Claim. M’(u,n,k)

has running time bounded by f(k)(lvl

Since M is a witness
be completed
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for a fixed parameter

+ IxI)‘x,for some f and a.
M’s simulation

in at most O( f I(k) 1~1~’
) steps, for some function

The length of a description
the number

reduction,

of C cannot exceed the running

n of input lines of C is bounded

by

11
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on (x,k)

can

f 1 and constant

time of M&k),

f l(k)
Ix]".
Therefore,

~11.

and thus

the tests on

the length of u can be performed

in 0( 101+ f l(k) 1x1”) steps; again, the output of a

description

requires

of (C/c’)

(or (CN,~‘))

O(fl(k)

1~1~‘)steps.

Both in the case of weft t 2 2 and of weft t = 1, the subcircuits
structed in O(k’*n*) steps, and thus the claim holds.
0
Observe
to IIL,M.
2.4.

C’ can be con-

that (x,k) E L if and only if (O”,x,k) E IILyM, and thus L trivially

reduces

The main result

Theorem 2. Let L E W[t], and let A4 be a witness Turing machine for L. If S is
sparse and llL,M reduces to S, then L E FPT.
Proof. Let W be the witness

problem

for L (with respect to M). To show that L E

FPT, it is sufficient to show that there is an FPT algorithm that on input (x,k) will
output some element Wcx,k) or report that W&k) is empty. What the algorithm does is
to perform a pruned search of all possible witnesses
pruned search of W,,,,.
By hypothesis, A4 is the witness Turing machine

for (x,k),

that is, to perform

for L; let us assume

a

that, for

every (x,k), M(x, k) computes (C,k’) in at most f l(k) (~1~’steps, where C is a depth h,
weft t circuit and k’ = gi(k).
By hypothesis, II’sM reduces to S; therefore there exists a deterministic Turing machine T that for every (u,x,k) computes (y,k”) in at most fz(k)( IuI
+ Ixl)az
steps,
where k” = gz(k) and (u,x,k) E IIL,M if and only if (y,k”) E S.
Moreover, S is sparse; thus let us assume that

I{(Y,k”)

E s : IYl QP)l

G

f3WPOL3.

Let us define
s(n,m,k)

= f3(g2(k))f2(kYYn

+ mY*“.

It is easy to verify that q(n,m,k)
{ (y,k”)

E S : 3u,x with

is a bound on the cardinality

of the set

IuI = n, 1x1= m such that T(u,x,k)

= (y,k”)}.

Observe that in the general case the function q(n, m, k) is not recursive, and therefore
we will adopt a diagonalization
technique. Our algorithm proceeds as follows:
input (x, k)
simulate M(x, k) and get (C, k’)
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compute the number n of input lines of C
{ n is the length of all witnesses in FVcX~)
}
t:= 1
repeat
for I:=1 to t do
simulate Pruned_Search(Z,x, k) for t + 1 - 1 steps
enddo
t:=t+
1
until a subroutine Pruned-Search returns a set Z
search exhaustively Z to find the maximum witness
if II;; does exist then print u2&
else print “(x, k) 6 L”
stop
where the subroutine Pruned-Search

is the following:

procedure Pruned-Search
input (q, x, k )

partition the set of words { O”,. . . , 1" }
into q intervals of almost equal size (f 1),
and put the intervals in the set Z
while there exist intervals of size > 1 in the set Z do
split each interval of Z into two almost equal pieces (61)
{ assume now that Z is an ordered set { tl, tz, . . . , tzq } }
for each i, let wi be the minimal element in ti and
compute (vi, k”) = T(wi,x, k)
{ now drop intervals from I until at most q remain,
making sure not to drop the interval containing v,-$
if such an interval exists }
while there exist i, j with i < j and yi = yj do
drop the intervals ti, . . . , tj-1
enddo
enddo
return (I)
Claim. The algorithm
and constant LX.

has running time bounded by f(k)

1x1’, for some function

f

We have to check that each phase of the algorithm an be performed with at most
7
f’(k) lxl” st ePs, for some suitable functions f’ and constants ~1’.
The simulation of M(x,k)
needs U(f l(k) [XI”) steps (by hypothesis); for the same
reasons, n < f I(k) /xl”.

M. Cesati, MR
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performs

a diagonalization

Thus it executes

two steps of Pruned_Search(l,x,
Let us consider the subroutine
to verify

that the external

the partitioning

while

I-15
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Pruned_Search( 1,x, k)

on the subroutine

one step of Pruned_Search( 1,x, k), then it executes
k) and one step of Pruned_Search(2,x,
Pruned-Search

loop is iterated

at most Co(n) times.

step is easy since it is only a matter of finding

begins and ends (and this is just arithmetic).

k), and so on.

with input (q(n, 1x1,k),x, k). It is easy
Observe

that

where each interval

Also, splitting the intervals

and finding the

minimal elements is easy, again just arithmetic. Let us suppose that in some iteration
the set I has exactly q(n, Ixl,k) intervals. Recall that q(n, Ixl,k) is a bound on the
number

of different

yi’s obtained

from the T(w;,x, k)‘s; thus it is easy to verify that

at least q(n, 1x1,k) intervals are dropped from I in the inner while loop, and the set I
has at most q(n, 1x1,k) intervals when the next iteration of the external while loop
starts. Therefore

Pruned-Search

it is also easy to verify that the subroutine

on input

(q(n, Ixl,k),x,k)
return s a set of singletons I with running time at most f”(k) 1x1”‘.
Now observe that the diagonalization
process ends no later than when the subroutine
Pruned_Search(q(n,
moment:

(xl, k),x, k) returns the set I. The algorithm

will have spent at this

q(n, 1x1,k) + f”(k)

1~1~” -

1 steps on Pruned_Search( 1, x, k)

q(n, 1x1,k) + f”(k)

IX/~” -

2 steps on Pruned_Search(2,x,

f”(k)

1x1”’

1

steps on Pruned_Search(q(n,

step on Pruned_Search(q(n,

k)

1x1,k)

1x1,k)+f”(k)

1x1”

-l,x,k).
Thus the total number
O((q(n, lxl,k) + f”(k)

of steps is

lW”)*).

Finally, in the exhaustive search each interval has size 1; moreover, there are at
most q(n, Ixl,k) such intervals. By Lemma 1, we can check with an FPT procedure if
any wi E WcX,k),and we can easily remember the maximum. The claim follows.
Claim.

Zf (x, k) E L, then the algorithm outputs v&&; otherwise it outputs “(x, k) @ L”.

Let us suppose that during the diagonalization
some subroutine Pruned-Search returns a set I; then the algorithm will stop and give an answer based on the exhaustive
search of the set I. Thus we have to show that any subroutine Pruned-Search never
drops the interval containing u,$kX(if exists). Since eventually the algorithm executes
entirely the subroutine Pruned_Search(q( n, Ix], k), x, k) (provided that no other subroutine already returned), we have the guarantee that the algorithm ends with the correct
answer.
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Suppose that (x, k) E L, consider the inner while loop of a subroutine

Pruned-Search,

and let i < j and yi = yj. We have two cases:

Case 1: If (yiyk”) = (yj, k”) E S, then (wj,x, k) E II’,“, and therefore wj 4 uzix.
Case 2: If (yiyk”) = (yjyk”) $ S, then (wi,x,k) $! IIL,M, and therefore wi 74 v;;,
that is, ~2,” -X wi and v$,“, # wi.
In either case, vz& is in none
intervals

of the intervals

t.,, . . . , tj_1, SO that each of these

can be safely deleted. We remark that the correctness

of the dropping

phase

is not related to the value of the variable q.
By converse, suppose that (x, k) $ZL; then trivially the algorithm outputs “(x, k) $ L”,
because in the exhaustive

search no w E W(J)

can be found. The claim follows.

Corollary 1. rf there is a sparse problem which is hardfor W[t] (t 3 l), then W[t] =
FPT.

Proof. Let us consider a W[t]-complete language L. By definition, there exists a Turing
machine A4 which is a witness for L E W[t]. By Theorem 1, II’,M E W[t], and therefore
0
IIIL,M reduces to S. By Theorem 2, L E FPT, and thus W[t] = FPT.

3. Concluding remarks
In this paper we showed that for any t 3 1, no sparse parameterized problem can be
hard for W[t], unless an unlikely collapse occurs-an
analog of Mahaney’s Theorem. In
order to understand the structure of parameterized complexity, it seems fruitful to further explore parameterized analogs of questions that have been resolved in the classical
setting. It is clear that parameterization
generally introduces significant additional difficulties. In most cases these difficulties appear to be quite substantial, and the questions
remain open. Perhaps most notable in the regard are the present absence of an analog
of Ladner’s

theorem

for non-strong

parameterized

Savitch’s theorem relating k-space deterministic
conceivable,

reducibilities,

and nondeterministic

and of an analog of
computation.

It is

of course, that such analogs simply might not be true, which only makes

these questions

all the more interesting.
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